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Controlling agile and complex air-vehicle maneuvers requires knowledge of the full flight envelope and dominant

modes of motion. This paper presents a comprehensive approach for determining the full flight envelope and trim

map of minimally actuated flapping-wing micro aerial vehicles that are capable of a broad range of coupled

longitudinal–lateral–directional aerobatic maneuvers. By this approach, a representative set of realizable set

points and trim conditions can be determined from the flight dynamic model, including asymmetric and unstable

maneuvers. Data-driven dynamic mode decomposition is used to identify and analyze the dominant modes of motion

both in simulations and physical experiments involving the RoboBee. The dominant eigenplanes and stability

characteristics of this flapping-wing robot are successfully validated experimentally for both stable and unstable

asymmetric full-envelope maneuvers, including rapidly uncontrolled tumbling.

Nomenclature

A = wing attachment point
A = state-space matrix
a = acceleration vector
B = control input matrix
CD = drag coefficient
CD0; CD1; CL0 = aerodynamic drag parameters
CL = lift coefficient
c = chord length
d = distance between wing attachment point and

body center of gravity
dFL = differential lift force
dy = spanwise width of a differential wing

element
eL = unit vector in the lift force direction

fei1; ei2; ei3g = orthonormal basis for reference frame i
Ff, F b, F l, F r = inertial, body-fixed, left-wing, and right-

wing reference frames
FL, FD = lift and drag forces
Fl, Fr = total aerodynamic forces on the left and right

wings
fl, fr = left- and right-wing forcing functions
G = body center of gravity

g = acceleration due to gravity
I = rigid-body inertial matrix about center of

gravity
kw = torsional wing hinge spring constant
L = left-wing center of gravity
M = mass matrix
Mk = torsional hinge spring moment
Mrd = rotational damping moment
m, ml, mr = masses of the robot body, left wing, and right

wing
N = stroke-plane deviation angle shape para-

meter
na, no = normal vectors to the lateral and longitudinal

eigenplanes, calculated from the model
~na, ~no = normal vectors to the lateral and longitudinal

eigenplanes, calculated from experimental
data

Pl, Pr = left- and right-wing centers of pressure
p = eb1 component of the body angular rate
p = robot physical parameters
q = eb2 component of the body angular rate
q = generalized coordinate vector
R = right-wing center of gravity
r = eb3 component of the body angular rate
rA = position of point A relative to the inertial

frame
rAB = position of point B relative to point A
rG = position of point G relative to the inertial

frame
T = flapping period
t = time
t0 = initial time
U = trim map
U, Σ, V = singular value decomposition matrices
u = eb1 component of the body velocity
u = robot control input
ua, up, uyur = amplitude, pitch, yaw, and roll control inputs

V = robot airspeed
v = eb2 component of the body velocity
v = robot-body velocity
vA = velocity of point A
vAi

= ith component of the velocity of point A in
the wing frame
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va, vo = lateral and longitudinal eigenvectors, calcu-
lated from the model

~va, ~vo = lateral and longitudinal eigenvectors, calcu-
lated from experimental data

w = eb3 component of the body velocity
x, y, z = components of body position in inertial

frame
x = state vector
xw = wing state
Ycp = spanwise center of pressure location

y = command vector
Zcp = chordwise center of pressure location

α = angle of attack
β = sideslip angle
γ = climb angle
ζw = wing damping ratio
Θ = robot-body orientation
θ = roll angle
θl, θr = left- and right-wing stroke-plane deviation

angles
_ξ = turn rate

ϕ = yaw angle
ϕl, ϕr = left- and right-wing stroke angles
ψ = pitch angle
ψ l, ψ r = left- and right-wing pitch angles
ωb = robot-body angular velocity
ωf = flapping-wing forcing frequency

ωw = wing natural frequency
∇�⋅�jx�;u� = Jacobian matrix evaluated at a set point

I. Introduction

N EW fabrication techniques have enabled the miniaturization of
flapping-wing micro aerial vehicles (FWMAVs) equipped with

both sensors and actuators at insect scale [1–9]. Besides being lower
in cost and allowing access to narrow and confined spaces, these
insect-scale robots are safer to operate near people and often survive
crash or collisions. As the robot scale decreases, however, many
propulsionmethods, such as rotating propellers, become increasingly
inefficient. Several authors have shown that lower Reynolds numbers
and higher losses in the electromagnetic motors cause the reduction
in lift-to-drag ratio to become too significant for rotating propellers to
work in practice [9,10]. Biologically inspired flapping-wing robots,
such as the RoboBee, have become increasingly popular because
they are characterized by power-efficient highly maneuverable flight
at a record-small size and weight [11,12].
Although many flapping flight controllers have been proposed in

the literature [13–24], to date control designs have been demonstrated
primarily for hovering regimes and symmetric longitudinal flight
[24,25]. The reason is that modeling and analyzing the robot dynam-
ics away from these regimes is made difficult by the nonlinear,
periodic, and time-varying nature of asymmetric flapping flight
[26]. Moreover, many FWMAV designs are minimally actuated
due to stringent size and weight constraints, resulting in passively
actuated wing motions and nonminimum phase behaviors. There-
fore, although these robots are intrinsically more agile than larger
FWMAVs [9], robustly controlled asymmetric aerobatic flapping
flight has yet to be successfully demonstrated at this scale. Full-
envelope modeling and set-point analysis are at the basis of most
conventional fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft control systems. In
fact, they are key to achieving a systematic understanding and
analysis of dominant flight modes and, importantly, they allow the
pilot or navigation system to command coupled longitudinal–lateral–
directional maneuvers by providing corresponding trim control set-
tings [27–36].
Classic approaches for determining the vehicle flight envelope and

set-point mixing logic are not applicable to flapping-wing robots.
This is because, away from hovering, state and control variables are
time varying and, possibly, periodic even at set-point conditions.
Furthermore, propulsion is provided by flapping wings whose
motion is constrained by differential equations known as actuator

dynamics. Therefore, establishing the robot flight envelope, normally
obtained from available thrust/power curves, instantaneous load
factors, and absolute ceiling, requires a fundamentally new method.
This paper presents a systematic approach for determining the robot
trim map, comprising a set of representative stable and unstable set
points (Sec. V), and the flight envelope, representing the physical
limitations imposed by the flapping-wing design and kinodynamic
constraints (Sec. VI).
Although many flapping-wing flight models have been proposed

in the literature [16,23,24,37–49], methods for capturing the robot
six-degree-of-freedom dynamics typically assume negligible wing
inertia [15,16,39].Othermethods derive new aerodynamic forces and
moments that capture unsteady flow effects on thewings by assuming
symmetric flapping and pure longitudinal or hovering flight
[19,24,25,42,47,50–53]. As a result, many of the existing flight
models are not amenable to full flight-envelope calculations or to
the analysis of asymmetric flapping and coupled longitudinal–
lateral–directional maneuvers, such as steady coordinated turns.
For example, stroke-averaged models fail to account for the effects
of perturbations in the body configuration on thewing dynamics and,
by extension, on the aerodynamic forces on the system [25].
The approach in this paper shows how to obtain the robot full flight

envelope and trim map by accounting not only for all of the robot
body’s six degrees of freedom (DOFs) but also for the three rotational
DOFs of each independent wing. The flight dynamic model incor-
porates a compact yet effective quasi-steady aerodynamic model
originally developed for modeling insect flight [54,55]. All methods
are demonstrated using the two-wingminimally actuated insect-scale
flapping robot known as RoboBee [56,57]. The same approach is
similarly applicable to other popular flapping robots such as the Cox
piezoflier [5], the CarnegieMellon University (CMU) flapping-wing
robot [8,58], the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory piezodriven
flapping-wing robot [6], and the designs in Refs. [59–61]. Further-
more, all methods can be easily extended to other flapping-wing
configurations characterized by multiple wing pairs [62]; rigid tails
[63]; and piezoelectric, electromagnetic, ormotor-driven drive actua-
tion [5,8,56–61,63,64]. The full-envelope dynamic model is first
validated experimentally for a broad range of RoboBee stable and
unstable modes. Then, it is used to analyze the stability of symmetric
and asymmetric flapping dominant modes of motion that are identi-
fied from the set points both in simulations and physical experiments.

II. Problem Formulation

This paper presents an approach for modeling and analyzing the
full-envelope flight dynamics of a broad class of small-scale biologi-
cally inspired robots, also known as FWMAVs, that are minimally
actuated by pairs of periodically flapping wings attached to a rigid
body. The approach is presented and validated using the insect-scale
robot known asRoboBee (Fig. 1a) [2], but it can be easily extended to
other flapping robots with multiple wing pairs and tails (Fig. 1b), as
explained in Sec. III. Many methods have been proposed to date for
the modeling and control of flapping-robot dynamics, with standard
form

_x�t� � f �x�t�; u�t�;p; t�; x�t0� � x0 (1)

where x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rm is the control input, p ∈ Rl is a
vector of parameters, and x0 is the initial condition [15–21,23–
25,38–41,51,52,65,66]. A key feature that led to some of the first
successful FWMAV flights is that the robot is minimally actuated to
meet stringent size and weight constraints [26,39]. Although the
dynamics are not T periodic, flapping wings are obtained by peri-
odically varying actuation, such as piezoelectric, electromagnetic, or
motor-drivemechanisms that control one ormorewing states, such as
the stroke angle, stroke-plane deviation, and angle of inclination
referred to as wing pitch angle in this paper [5,8,56–61,63,64]. In
general, the actuator dynamics take the form

g� _xw�t�; xw�t�; u�t�;p; T; t� � 0 (2)
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where xw ∈ Rs is the wing state, and T is the wing-flapping period.
For a minimally actuated robot, however, only a small subset of the
possible wing states is controlled by the actuators and the remaining
ones are passive by design [26,39].
Because of the challenges presented by time-varying underactuated

dynamics, the large majority of modeling and control results to date
have focused on longitudinal and hovering stable flight, thus limiting
our ability to exploit the agility and broad range of behaviors available
to these robots, includingquasi-steadymaneuvers.Full-envelope flight
control in fixed-wing aircraft has been achieved over the years by
first identifying reduced-order models of dominant modes of motion
and, subsequently, by analyzing coupled longitudinal and lateral–
directional motions, including quasi-steady asymmetric maneuvers
such as coordinated turns [27,30–33,67]. The range of permissible
and operational maneuvers defined according to the vehicle’s physi-
cal limits on airspeed, altitude, and load factor is known as the aircraft
flight envelope. While the steady flight envelope of fixed-wing air-
craft can be determined from the curves of thrust/power required and
available (Ref. [27] chap. 2), the actual full flight envelope is also
restricted by other factors, such as stall, absolute ceiling, and instan-
taneous load factors. Based on the full flight envelope, forward
control inputs producing steady and quasi-steady equilibria, known
as set points, can be determined and used to develop full-envelope
feedback control systems that are robust and optimal for the full range
of maneuvers and behaviors achievable by the robot [27].
Traditionally, a set point �x�; u�� is defined by open-loop static or

quasi-steady equilibrium conditions corresponding to the desired
command vector y� ∈ Rr, where

y�t� � h�x�t�; u�t�� (3)

is the system’s output equation (Ref. [27] p. 509). The desired
command value, y�, may be provided by a human operator, such as
a pilot, or a guidance algorithm. Then, the desired set point �x�; u��
can be obtained from dynamic equation (1) by setting selected time
derivatives of the state equal to zero. For a quasi-steady equilibrium,
one ormore of the elements of x� are integrals of y�; therefore, the set
point must be determined by computing reduced-order equilibrium
conditions. For flapping-wing robots, the state and control variables
are typically time varying even at a set point because most of the state
elements are T periodic. Therefore, the classic approach for deter-
mining the mixing logic that converts desired command values into
set points only applies to hovering conditions [26]. Furthermore,
fixed-wing aircraft’s dominant modes of motion and flight envelope
design methods cannot be extended to minimally actuated flapping
robots because the thrust/power required and available, as well as all
other physical limits on altitude and maneuvering envelope, depend
primarily on the wing and actuator design.
This paper presents an approach for analyzing and computing the

full flight envelope and set points for the time-varying nonlinear
equation of motion [Eq. (1)] and actuator dynamics [Eq. (2)]. It was
originally shown in Ref. [33] that, for nonlinear and coupled flight
dynamics, the full flight envelope can be obtained from the vehicle

trim map. The trim map represents an inversion of the aircraft non-
linear equation of motion [Eq. (1)] aimed at producing forward
control settings u� that trim the aircraft about a desired maneuver
specified by the operator or guidance algorithm via y�. A subset of
trim state elements are directly specified by y�. The remaining
“secondary" values of the state are computed so as not to oppose
the maneuver commanded by y�. The boundary of the trim map
constitutes the full flight envelope and provides the limits of the full
operational domain,Y ⊂ Rr, within which desired commands can be
realized by the vehicle. This paper develops a new method for
determining the FWMAV trim map:

U�p� ≜
n
u�: y� � h�x�; u��; x�T� � x�; ∀ y� ∈ Y

o
(4)

and its boundary ∂U numerically from the robot dynamics and output
equation. Subsequently, the trim map is used to identify longitudinal
and lateral dominant modes of motion and to analyze their stability.
Longitudinal, lateral, and coupledmodes of motions in asymmetrical
flight are all verified experimentally using data-driven dynamicmode
decomposition (DMD) [68,69].

III. Full-Envelope FWMAV Dynamic Modeling

Many dynamic models of flapping-wing robots have been pro-
posed to date in the literature. One of the first comprehensive flight
dynamicmodel ofminimally actuated flapping robots was developed
in Ref. [39] by neglecting the wing inertial effects and by computing
the aerodynamic forces and moments by a blade-element approach
and cycle averaging.By this approach, a set of six-degree-of-freedom
equations of motion analogous to those of rigid-body aircraft were
obtained in which the aerodynamic forces and moments consist of
periodic functions of time. Later studies developed unsteady non-
linear aerodynamic models applicable in hovering regimes by using
unsteady lift empirical formulas able to predict wing effects such as
leading-edge vortex [52,53]. Based on these aerodynamic models,
the nonlinear flight dynamic equations of hovering FWMAVs were
recently obtained in Refs. [24,25] by assuming symmetric flapping,
pure longitudinal flight, and constant wing pitch angle through each
half-stroke. By this approach, the generalized averaging theory can
be applied for analyzing the stability of periodic orbits in hovering
and longitudinal regimes. This section presents an approach for
deriving and formulating FWMAVkinodynamic equations amenable
to full flight envelope and trim-map computation, without imposing
prior assumptions on the flight regime or wing-flapping patterns. The
approach, presented and validated here for the RoboBee (Fig. 1a) [2],
can be easily extended to the aforementioned dynamicmodels aswell
as to otherminimally actuated robot designswith one ormore pairs of
flapping wings.
The modeling approach presented in this paper considers the inde-

pendent motions of each wing (or tail) and the robot body in order to
account for the couplings between them,which are shown to play a key
role in flapping flight at small scales [70]. The configuration of each

Fig. 1 Photographs of a)minimally actuated FWMAVknown asRoboBee and b) example of other robot design characterized by fixed tails andmultiple
pairs of wings also amenable to the methods presented in this paper.
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articulated robot component consists of the position and orientation of

a moving frame of reference embedded in the rigid component, as
shown in Fig. 2. By this approach, the instantaneous positions and
orientations of the robot-body frameFb and of the right- and left-wing
reference frames (denoted by F r and F l, respectively) are described
relative to an inertial frame of reference Ff (Fig. 2). Forces and

moments generated by each robot component are expressed by adopt-
ing an orthonormal basis for each reference frame denoted by set

fei1; ei2; ei3g, where the superscript i is used to index the body b, the
rightwing r, and the leftwing l. The robot body ismodeled as anoblate

object B ⊂ R3. The left and right wings are modeled as thin rigid

objects L ⊂ R3 and R ⊂ R3, respectively, whose shapes are
accounted for by the blade-element approach in Sec. IV. The wings
are attached to the robot body at a point A, located at a distance d from
the body center of gravity G, measured in the −eb3 direction.
The robot translational degrees of freedom are represented by the

coordinates of G with respect to the inertial frame Ff, denoted by x,
y, and z. Then, the center-of-gravity position can be represented by

the vector rG � xef1 � yef2 � zef3, where fef1 ; ef2 ; ef3g is the set of

orthonormal basis for F f. The robot-body and wing orientations are

represented by the Euler angles originally proposed in the seminal
FWMAV work in Refs. [15,39], which differ from those used for
conventional fixed-wing aircraft [27]. From Refs. [15,39], the
sequence of Euler-angle rotations from the inertial frame to the body

frame begins with a rotation about ef3 by an angle ϕ, followed by a

rotation about an inertial axis coincident with the intermediate eb1 axis
by an angle θ, and finally a rotation about eb2 by an angle ψ . Then, the
three rotational degrees of freedom of the robot body are represented

by three Euler angles known as yaw ϕ, roll θ, and pitch ψ . The
orientation of each wing relative to the body is defined using the

nominal stroke plane (Fig. 2), defined as the set of all points r ∈ R3

such that eb3 ⋅ �r − rA� � 0, where rA is the inertial position ofAwith

respect to Ff. As shown in Fig. 2, the orientation of the right wing

relative to the body frameFb can be represented by three Euler angles
known as the stroke angle ϕr ∈ �−π; π�, the stroke-plane deviation
θr ∈ �−π; π�, and the wing pitch (or inclination) angle ψ r ∈ �−π; π�.
The left-wing orientation is similarly defined, except it begins with a

rotation about eb3 by a fixed angle equal to π, such that e
l
2 points in the

positive spanwise direction of the left wing.
Although, in general the position and orientation of each compo-

nent in the inertial frame are specified by six variables, the wings’
hinge and actuator dynamics (Sec. III.A) constrain the position and
orientation of the wings relative to the robot body, respectively, such
that the total configuration vector consists of the robot-body position

and orientation augmented by thewings’ pitch and stroke angles, i.e.,

q �
�
x y z|����{z����}
body position

ϕ θ ψ|�����{z�����}
body rotation

ϕr ψ r ϕl ψ l|������������{z������������}
wing rotation

�
T

(5)

Furthermore, since the wing stroke angles are constrained by the
actuators, the number of degrees of freedommay be reduced from ten

to eight.

The robot equations ofmotion are derived using theNewton–Euler
equations for linear and angular momentum balances. The equations
are applied to both the robot body and to each flapping wing so as to
capture both longitudinal flight and asymmetrical lateral–directional
dynamics. Letm denote themass of the robot body, and letml andmr

denote the masses of the left and right wings, respectively. Then, the
wing inertia can be accounted for by introducing the influence of
gravity g along with the total aerodynamic forces Fl and Fr gen-
erated by the left and right wings in nonsymmetric nonhovering
nonlongitudinal flight. The blade-element approach previously pro-
posed for insect flight modeling in Ref. [37] is adopted in order to
obtain a compact model of significant aerodynamic forces and
moments. Although this approach makes several simplifying
assumptions, such as neglecting body aerodynamic effects and
unsteady flow interactions between the body and the wings, the
experimental results in Sec. VIII show that the model adequately
captures the aerodynamics of the RoboBee. Other aerodynamic
models already available in the literature, including Refs. [53,71],
can be similarly adopted and introduced in the flight dynamic model,
provided they are first extended to nonlongitudinal nonhovering
maneuvers.
Linear momentum balance for the system is written in terms of all

gravitational and aerodynamic forces; the linear acceleration of the
robot-body center of gravity aG; and the linear accelerations of the
centers of gravity of the left and right wings, denoted by aL and aR

respectively, as follows:

�m�ml �mr�g� Fr � Fl � maG �mlaL �mraR (6)

where the subscripts L and R refer to the centers of gravity of the left
and right wings, respectively.
External moments on the system include rotational damping

moments of the left and right wings denoted by Mrd;l and Mrd;r,
respectively. These external moments depend on the positions of the
wings’ centers of pressure, Pl and Pr, relative to G, denoted by rGPl

and rGPr
, respectively, and on the positions of the wings’ centers of

gravity relative toG, denoted by rGL and rGR, respectively. Then, the
angular momentum balance about G can be written as

Mrd;l � rGPl
× Fl � rGL ×mlg�Mrd;r � rGPr

× Fr � rGR ×mrg

� _Hb � _Hl � _Hr (7)

where _Hb, _Hl, and _Hr denote the time derivatives of the angular
momentum about G of the robot body, left wing, and right wing,
respectively.BecauseG is a noninertial point, the acceleration of each
point mass relative to the inertial frame must be accounted for as
follows. Let Ib, Il, and Ir denote the mass moments of inertia of the
robot body, left wing, and right wing, respectively, and let the
corresponding angular velocities be denoted byωb,ωl, andωr. Then,
conservation of angular momentum leads to the following equations:

_Hr � rGR ×mraR � Ir _ωr � ωr × Irωr (9)

_Hl � rGL ×mlaL � Il _ωl � ωl × Ilωl (10)

whereFr,Fl,Mrd;r, andMrd;l are all significant aerodynamic forces

and moments derived using blade-element theory (Sec. IV).
Independent equations for the stroke angles, stroke-plane

deviation angles, and wing pitch angles are obtained in order to
model the possibly asymmetric motion of the wings. As noted
previously, the flight model in this paper assumes no direct control
authority over the wing pitch angles. To determine their values,
angular momentum balance is computed for each wing about the
wing attachment point, A, in the spanwise directions (el2 and er2):

el2 ⋅ �Mrd;l � rAPl
× Fl � rAL ×mlg� �Mk;l�

� el2 ⋅ �rAL ×mlaL � Il _ωl � ωl × Ilωl� (11)

Fig. 2 Orthonormal basis corresponding to body and wing reference
framesF b,F r, andF l; and definition of (right) wingEuler anglesϕr, θr,
and ψr.
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er2 ⋅ �Mrd;r � rAPr
× Fr � rAR ×mrg�Mk;r�

� el2 ⋅ �rAR ×mraR � Ir _ωr � ωr × Irωr� (12)

where rAPl
and rAPr

are the position vectors of the wings’ centers of

pressure relative to A, and rAL and rAR are the position vectors of the

wings’ centers of gravity relative to A. Mk;l � −kwψ l and Mk;r �
−kwψ r are the moments caused by torsional springs in the hinges of

each wing, characterized by a spring constant kw. For completeness,
all kinematic terms in Eqs. (6–12) are provided in Appendix B.

A. Actuator Dynamics

The precise form of actuator dynamics [Eq. (2)] depends on the
design of the wing, the hinge geometry, and the drive mechanism,

which may involve piezoelectric, electromagnetic, or motor-driven
actuation. As a first step, the control input vector must be determined

from the chosen actuation mechanism. In the case of the RoboBee
(Fig. 1a), the control drive signals consist of the amplitude input ua,
pitch input up, yaw input uy, and roll input ur such that

u � � ua up uy ur �T (13)

Other drive signals, including those relying on the split-cycle tech-

nique in Refs. [16,56,72,73], can be similarly adopted.
In the RoboBee, the robot drive signals affect roll, pitch, and yaw

torques by adjusting only themean stroke angle and stroke amplitude

of both wings. In this Raibert-like control method, pitch and roll are
controlled similarly tomany existing designs, such as inRef. [56], but

yaw torque is controlled by adjusting the mean stroke angle of the
right and leftwings (RWandLW, respectively) in opposite directions,

as shown in Fig. 3. This method generates a yaw torque by affecting
the relative phase shift between the pitch angles of the left and right

wings [74], aswill be shown in Sec.VIII. As a result, the robot flaps at
the resonant frequency of the wing and actuator assembly and does

not require wing rotation stops, eliminating unwanted vibrations and

increasing overall efficiency [6,75].
The control input directly affects the amplitude and mean offset of

the right- and left-wing stroke angles through a forcing function with

amplitudeua. The roll inputur increases the amplitude of the force on

one wing while decreasing the amplitude on the other. The flapping-

wing forcing frequency, ωf � 1∕T, is typically chosen to be con-

stant, near the resonant frequency of the actuator assembly for

increased efficiency. The pitch input up biases the stroke angles

symmetrically, and the yaw input uy biases one stroke angle forward
and the other rearward. Biasing the stroke angles in this manner

creates a yaw torque, under proper assumptions, as shown in

Appendix A. The wing stroke angles (ϕr and ϕl) are determined

entirely by u and do not depend on any state variables. Previous

studies have demonstrated that linear models can capture key aspects

of thewing-actuator dynamicswithout relying excessively on knowl-

edge of hinge-mechanism parameters [7]. Decoupling the stroke

angle dynamics from external forces is valid only if the advance

ratio, defined as the ratio of the flight speed over the mean wingtip

velocity, is less than one. Because the advance ratio typically is less

than one, even at maximum flight speed, the wing stroke angles can

be assumed governed by second-order linear dynamical systemswith

lumped parametersωw and ζw chosen to match the natural frequency

and damping ratio of the physical actuators [76], i.e.,

�ϕr;l�t� � 2ζwωw
_ϕr;l�t� � ω2

wϕr;l�t�

� ua�t� 	 ur�t�
2

sin�ωft� − up�t� 	 uy�t� (14)

It can be seen that the forcing functions in the actuator dynamics

[Eq. (14)], representing the actuator drive signals, are determined

solely by the flapping-wing forcing frequency parameter ωf and the

control inputs u.

a) Hover b) Pitch

c) Roll d) Yaw

Fig. 3 In addition to a) hovering and b) longitudinal pitch motions, flapping wings with asymmetric wing strokes (bias) achieve lateral–directional
control of c) roll and d) yaw motions.
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The wing stroke-plane deviation angles are constrained by the

geometry of the wing hinge and actuator assembly. In the case of

the RoboBee, these constraints can be characterized by the harmonic

function originally proposed in Ref. [37]:

θr;l�t� � θ0 � θm cos�Nωft� δθ�; N � 1; 2 (15)

where the nominal offset θ0, the deviation amplitude θm, and the

phase shift δθ are robot parameters contained inp. Also,N � 1when
a single vertical oscillation occurs per stroke, and N � 2 when the

wingtip traces a figure eight. Finally, the wing pitch angles (ψ r and

ψ l) are passively controlled; thus, they are included in the state vector

x. Therefore, the dynamic constraint [Eq. (14)] and the algebraic

constraint [Eq. (15)] together comprise the actuator constraints,

which can be cast in standard form [Eq. (2)] by bringing all of the

terms to the left-hand side of the equations.
The approach can also be extended to designs with multiple wing

pairs and/or tails by introducing constraint equations for the wing

and/or tail Euler angles and by expressing them in terms of the control

vector u whenever the angles are actuated. All of the wing Euler

angles and their time derivatives are then included in the robot state

vector as shown in the next subsection. Aerodynamic interactions

betweenwingsmay also need to be accounted for in robotswithmany

closely spaced wing pairs.

B. Standard Forms of FWMAV Flight Dynamics

Equations (6–12) together constitute the equations ofmotion of the

robot that are subject to the actuator dynamic constraints [Eqs. (14)

and (15)]. They can be cast in standard form [Eq. (1)] by expressing

the control inputs in the vector form [Eq. (13)] and by organizing all

of the state variables in the vector:

x��ϕr ψ r ϕl ψ r
_ϕr _ψ r

_ϕl _ψ l x y z ϕ θ ψ u v w p q r �T
(16)

where x, y, and z are the inertial coordinates of the body center

of gravity G. Also, ϕ, θ, and ψ are the robot-body Euler angles.

Note that u, v, and w are the components of the robot velocity in

the body frame. Also, p, q, and r are the components of the

robot angular rate in the body frame. The complete state of the

flapping-wing robot also includes all elements of the wing state

vector:

xw � �ϕr ψ r ϕl ψ l
_ϕr _ψ r

_ϕl _ψ l �T (17)

The masses, moments of inertia, aerodynamic coefficients, center-

of-gravity position vectors, and actuator parameters can be organ-

ized into the vector p, which depends solely on the robot design

and fabrication and, in this paper, is assumed constant.
Using the generalized configuration coordinates in Eq. (5), it can

be easily shown that the equations are linear in �q, and can be

expressed in terms of the mass matrixM�q� ∈ R�n∕2�×�n∕2�, the non-
linear terms C�q; _q� ∈ R�n∕2�, and the input matrix B�t� ∈ R�n∕2�×m
as follows:

M�q� �q� C�q; _q� � B�t�u (18)

Solving Eq. (18) for �q�t�, an expression is obtained in terms of the

state time derivative:

�
_q
�q

�
�

�
0 I
0 0

�
x�t� −

�
0

M�q�−1C�q; _q�
�
�

�
0

M�q�−1B�t�
�
u�t�
(19)

Therefore, it can be seen that the FWMAV dynamics are in the affine

form

_x�t� � f�x� � G�x; t�u�t� (20)

The precise form of the vector and matrix functions in Eqs. (18)
and (20) depends on the aerodynamic forces and moments derived in
the next section and is omitted in this paper for brevity.

IV. Blade-Element Calculations of Aerodynamic Forces
and Moments

Modeling wing aerodynamic forces for flapping-wing robots is
complicated due to the periodic nature of flapping and the presence of
unsteady aerodynamic effects caused by the acceleration of the wing
during stroke reversal. During flapping, wings periodically experi-
ence high angles of attack, stall, and high rates of rotation. Many
studies have been performed to better characterize the aerodynamic
forces and moments during flight [54,77,78]. Quasi-steady models
have been proposed in an effort to approximate the stroke-averaged
forces and moments acting on the wings without incurring the high
computational costs associated with computational fluid dynamic
approaches [39,79,80]. The quasi-steady models adopted in this
paper obtain local wing lift and drag forces by considering differ-
ential elements of thewing, as shown in Fig. 4, and by integrating the
resulting forces over the entire wing surface [54,78].
For simplicity, consider the translational aerodynamic forces and

their dependence on the lift and drag coefficientsCL�αi� andCD�αi�,
each implicit functions of the angle of attack αi of the left (i � l) or
right (i � r) wing. The equations for the lift and drag coefficients
determined from experiments and numerical calculations are

CL�αi� � CL0 sin�2αi� (21)

CD�αi� � CD0 − CD1 cos�2αi� (22)

as shown in Refs. [54,71]. What follows is the computation of
aerodynamic forces andmoments for eachwing. A pointQ is defined

to lie in the spanwise center of each differential element on the ei2 axis.
The angle of attack αi is defined as the angle between the velocity vQ
relative to the surrounding fluid and ei3 in the plane normal to the

spanwise direction of the wing ei2 such that

αi � − arctan

�
vTQe

i
1

vTQe
i
3

�
(23)

The differential lift force acting on a differential wing element is

dFL �
�
1

2
ρvTQvQCL�αi�c�y�dy

�
eL (24)

where ρ is the density of the surrounding fluid, c�y� is the chord
length of the element, and dy is the spanwise width of the element.
The lift force acts in the eL direction, which is normal to the relative
velocity v:

eL � − cos�αi�ei1 − sin�αi�ei3 (25)

Then, the total lift force acting on the wing can be obtained by
integrating Eq. (24) along the wing span:

FL �
�
1

2
ρCL�αi�

Z
yf

y0

vTQvQc�y� dy
�
eL (26)

Fig. 4 Two-dimensional view of the left wing showing a single differ-
ential blade element used for the calculation of aerodynamic forces on the
wing.
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The local velocity can also be written as the sum of the velocity vA
at the hinge point A and the velocity vAQ of the differential element

relative to the hinge such that v � vA � vAQ. Substituting this

expression for local velocity into Eq. (26) yields

FL � 1

2
ρ CL�αi�

�
vTAvA

Z
yf

y0

c�y� dy

�
Z

yf

y0

�2vTAvAQ � vTAQvAQ�c�y� dy
�
eL (27)

where both integrals in Eq. (27) dependon thewing geometry andvQ.
The preceding expression requires repeated evaluations, and there-

fore is simplified as follows. Let

vA1
≜ vTAe

i
1

denote the wing-frame components of the velocity, and

ωw1
≜ ωT

we
i
1

denote the wing-frame components of the wing angular rate. Then,

the integrals in Eq. (27) can be decomposed and simplified to

FL � 1

2
ρCL�αi��vTAvAC1 � 2�vA3

ωw1
− vA1

ωw3
�C2

� �ω2
w1

� ω2
w3
�C3eL (28)

where

C1 ≜
Z

yf

y0

c�y� dy; C2 ≜
Z

yf

y0

yc�y� dy; C3 ≜
Z

yf

y0

y2c�y� dy

(29)

Similarly, the drag is computed as follows:

FD � 1

2
ρCD�α��vTAvAC1 � 2�vA3

ωw1
− vA1

ωw3
�C2

� �ω2
w1

� ω2
w3
�C3�eD (30)

and acts along the direction of the unit vector

eD � − sin�αi�ei1 � cos�αi�ei3 (31)

which represents the direction of the velocity of the surrounding fluid

relative to thewing. Then, the total aerodynamic force acting on each

wing Fi is given by the sum of the wing lift and drag forces.
The lift and drag forces both can be assumed to act at the wing’s

center of pressure with position

rAPi
� Ycpe

i
2 � Zcp�αi�ei3 (32)

relative to A, where Ycp and Zcp are the spanwise and chordwise

locations of the center of pressure, respectively. Previous studies in

fruit flies [21] and robotic wings [81] showed that Ycp is relatively

constant with respect to changes in angle of attack and thatZcp obeys

the empirical relationship

Zcp�αi� �
Z

yf

y0

c�y�
�
0.82jαij

π
� 0.05

�
dy (33)

Finally, local aerodynamic forces cause rotational damping effects

about the spanwise direction of thewing ei2 [21,78,81]. The rotational
damping moment is found by integrating the local drag on a rectan-

gular differential element of the wing in both the chordwise and

spanwise directions:

Mrd;i �
�
1

2
ρCD�π∕2�

Z
z1

z0

Z
R

0

jvTQei1jvTQei1z dr dz
�
ei2 (34)

Together, Eqs. (28), (30), (32), and (34) describe the wing aero-

dynamic forces and moments and the locations of the centers of
pressure used in the robot dynamic equations [Eq. (20)]. The Robo-

Bee parameters described in Ref. [56] and the flapping frequency of
ωf � �π∕60� rad∕s, are adopted in this paper.

V. FWMAV Set-Point Mixing Logic and Trim Map

This section develops a new approach for obtaining the FWMAV

mixing logic that converts desired values of the command variable y�
into a feasible quasi-steady set point �x�; u��. Because of the periodic
nature of flapping flight, existing approaches for computing vehicle

set points are not applicable to flapping insect-scale robots. By
developing the set-point mixing logic, a trim map can be obtained

for the robot, thus establishing the boundaries of the flight envelope
based on the nonlinear dynamic and output equations (1–3). Also, the

trim map U, defined in Eq. (4), provides a forward controller able to
stabilize the robot under ideal conditions. In practice,modeling errors

and other uncertainties can be accounted for by augmenting the trim
map with a nonzero-set-point regulator that can be written directly in

terms of y� to provide insight into the partitioning between robust
feedback control and steady-state maneuvers (Ref. [28] p. 14), as

demonstrated in Refs. [14,26] for longitudinal FWMAV flight.
As a first step, the robot state vector [Eq. (16)] is partitioned into a

vector of variables that are T periodic at the set point

x�1�t� T� � x�1�t� (35)

and a vector of time-varying variables x�2�t� that are not periodic and,
typically, are integrals of one or more variables in x�1�t�. It is common

practice to assume that the flapping period T is the least value for
which the equality in Eq. (35) holds; thus, Eq. (35) also holds for any

multiples of T. The T-periodic state vector x1 includes the wing state
[Eq. (17)] so as to allow the flapping robot to maintain quasi-steady

maneuvers. For the RoboBee, the T-periodic state is

x1 � � xTw θ ψ u v w p q r �T (36)

Therefore, it follows that

x2 � � x y z ϕ �T (37)

The mixing logic that determines the desired state x� as a function
of the desired command input y� is determined from the output
equation [Eq. (3)] and the flapping flight dynamic model (Sec. III),

as shown in Secs. V.A–V.D. Subsequently, the desired (trim) control
settings u� are determined numerically from the nonlinear dynamic

equation [Eq. (1)]. When a solution for u� cannot be obtained, the
commanded maneuver exceeds the physical limitations of the robot;

thus, it is excluded from its trim map U.

A. Coordinated Flapping Turn

The coordinated turn, illustrated in Fig. 5, is the most general

quasi-steady flight maneuver [27]. For flapping-wing flight, a quasi-
steady maneuver can be defined as a robot trajectory for which the

body-frame components of the linear and angular velocities are T
periodic. The geometry and parameters of the coordinated turn can be

specified by the command input

y � �V γ _ξ β �T (38)

where V is the robot airspeed, γ is the climb angle, β is the sideslip

angle, and _ξ is the turn rate. When the turn rate _ξ is nonzero, it can be
used in conjunction with the commanded forward speed to obtain the

robot turn radius
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ρ � V

_ξ
(39)

From the coordinated turn definition, the special cases of longi-

tudinal, lateral, and hovering flight can be obtained by virtue of the

same command input [Eq. (38)], as explained in the remainder of this

section.
The output equation [Eq. (3)] can be obtained by establishing a

functional relationship between the full command input y, defined in
Eq. (38), and the robot state x defined in Eq. (16). Letting

v � � u v w �T denote the body-frame robot velocity, the robot

airspeed is given by

V � kvk �
��������������������������������
�u2 � v2 �w2�

q
(40)

and the climb angle is

γ � arctatan

�
_z������������������

� _x2 � _y2
p

�

�
(41)

The turn rate is equal to the time rate of change of the yaw angle

_ξ � _ϕ (42)

and the sideslip angle is given by

β � arctan

�
−v
u

�
(43)

completing the definition of the nonlinear vector function in the

output equation [Eq. (3)].
When computing the set points for fixed-wing aircraft, the desired

command input y� directly specifies a subset of the state variables in
x�, whereas the remaining state values are computed so as not to

oppose the steady maneuver commanded by y�. When a flapping-

wing robot performs a coordinated turn, the robot linear and angular

velocities, v and ωb, are constrained to rotate about e
f
3 at the desired

turn rate _ξ�. This rotation is computed using the rotation matrix

R� ≜ R�ef3 ; T _ξ��, according to the convention in Appendix C.With-

out loss of generality, let t0 � 0 denote the initial time at which the

maneuver is initiated by a command input value y� provided by an

operator or guidance algorithm. Constraints on the body Euler angles

and the body position vector follow from the constraints on body

angular rate and velocity, and they are written using an intermediate

frameFh that coincideswith the inertial frameFf rotated about e
b
3 by

the robot-body yaw angle at the onset of the maneuver, i.e., ϕ�0�.
Then, at the end of a flapping period T, the desired state for a

coordinated turn command y� is given by

x��T��
h
�xw�0��T �r�G�T��T �Θ��T��T �R�v�0��T �R�ωb�0��T

i
T

(44)

where the desired orientation is

Θ��T� � Θ�0� � �T _ξ� 0 0 �T (45)

the desired position is

r�G�T� � rG�0� − V�T sin�γ��ef3 � ρ� cos�γ��
�
eh2 −R�eh2

	
(46)

and eh2 � R�ef3 ;ϕ�0��ef2 .

B. Longitudinal Flapping Flight

Longitudinal flight consists of robot motions that are confined to
its sagittal plane, namely, the plane normal to eb2 through G. There-
fore, longitudinal flight is a special case of the coordinated turn in
which both the turn rate and sideslip angle are zero. The airspeed is
nonnegative and the climb angle can be either positive (ascent) or
negative (descent), such that longitudinal command inputs are in the
form

V� > 0; γ� ⋚ 0; ξ� � 0; β� � 0 (47)

and the flapping robot is said to be flying steady level when γ� � 0.
The desired center-of-gravity position in Eq. (46) is formulated in
terms of the turn radius which goes to infinity for longitudinal
maneuvers. Therefore, the longitudinal set point is obtained by

decomposing r�G into its eh1 and eh2 components:

r�G�T� � rG�0� − V�T sin�γ��ef3
� ρ� cos�γ��

h
eh2 − eh2 cos�_ξ�T� � eh1 sin�_ξ�T�

i
(48)

Then, r�G can be reformulated solely in terms of the desired air-

speedV� as follows. Thevector rG�0� is subtracted fromboth sides of
Eq. (48), and the equation

�r�G�T� − rG�0�� ⋅ eh1 � ρ� cos�γ�� sin�_ξT� (49)

is obtained by taking the inner product with eh1 . Then, since
_ξ � 0, the

desired position can be simplified to

�r�G�T� − rG�0�� ⋅ eh1 � V�T cos�γ�� (50)

which defines the difference in position after a single flapping period
based on the commanded speedV� and the length of time T traveling
at that speed. From Eqs. (48) and (50), it can be easily shown that the
following holds:

a)

b)

Fig. 5 Representations of a) geometry of the robot trajectory in a coordinated turn and b) visualization of the sideslip angle.
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r�G�T� � rG�0� − V�T sin�γ��ef3 � V�T cos�γ��eh1 (51)

Then, the set-point state of a longitudinal quasi-steady maneuver
specified by the command input in Eq. (47) is given by

x��T� �
h
xTw�0� �r�G�T�� T ΘT�0� vT�0� ωT

b �0�
i
T

(52)

C. Lateral Flapping Flight

Lateral flight consists of robot motions that are confined to its
coronal plane, namely, the plane normal to eb1 through G. For the
RoboBee, lateral flight can be achieved by setting the sideslip angle
equal to π∕2, thereby restricting the dominant flight motions to the
coronal plane. Then, lateral command inputs take the form

V� > 0; γ� ⋚ 0; _ξ� � 0; β� � π

2
(53)

and allow the robot to maintain a sideslip angle as shown in Fig. 5b,
which may be useful, for example, for maintaining sensory orienta-
tion with respect to a moving target. Then, the desired state can be
obtained from y� as shown in Eq. (52), only now the velocity vector v
points in the eh2 direction; therefore, the center-of-gravity position is
given by

r�G�T� � rG�0� − V�T sin�γ��ef3 � V�T cos�γ��eh2 (54)

D. Hovering Flapping Flight

Flapping hovering flight can be viewed as a special case of
longitudinal flight in which the robot has zero airspeed and zero
climb angle. Therefore, hovering command inputs take the form

y� � 0 (55)

In this case, it is assumed that at the initial time t0 � 0, the robot is
already at the desired altitude and orientation and must remain there
by hovering. If changes in any of the robot position and orientation
variables are desired, then they must be achieved by means of one of
the aforementioned maneuvers. In other words, when hovering, the
robot state after one flapping period Tmust remain equal to the initial
condition:

x��T� � x�0� (56)

At any given time, the desired command input y� is provided by an
operator or guidance algorithm so as to specify a desired maneuver,
and it is held constant until the next step change in y� to allow the
robot to reach steady state. The robot dynamic stability and dominant
modes of motion analyzed in Sec. VII show that the aforementioned
maneuvers (Secs. V.A–V.D) are stable; thus, steady state can be
achieved for the desired state value x�. The mixing logic that deter-
mines the trim control settings u� is obtained by integrating the
dynamic equation [Eq. (1)] numerically, i.e.,

x�T� �
Z

T

0

f �x�τ�; u�τ�;p; τ� � x�0� (57)

subject to the terminal constraint

x�T� � x��T� (58)

where x��T� is the desired state specified by the command input
obtained from Eq. (44), Eq. (52), or Eq. (56). In this paper, the
numerical integration in Eq. (57) is performed using the separated
Hermite–Simpson rule [82] (Ref. [83] chap. 4). Then, the constant
trim control vector that simultaneously satisfies Eqs. (57) and (58)
completes the definition of the desired set point �x�; u�� ∈ U. When
no solution exists, the desired maneuver falls outside of the flight
envelope, and therefore cannot meet the physical limitations of the

FWMAV. The full trim map U, defined in Eq. (4), is obtained by
discretizing the range of possible values of every command input
variable in Eq. (38) and by computing the corresponding set points,
including them in the set U whenever a solution is found.
Because the robot dynamics are nonlinear, it is both possible and

common for set points to exist but be unstable. In this case, any small
perturbations from the set point will cause the robot trajectories to
move away from the unstable equilibrium. The dominant mode
analysis in Sec. VII provides a foundation for understanding stable
and unstable flight conditions and, eventually, how unstable condi-
tions may be stabilized by a feedback controller [14,83].

VI. FWMAV Flight Envelopes

The propulsion, design, and physical parameters of the robot
impose physical limitations on the achievable operating conditions,
as well as the set points for which commanded maneuvers are
possible. The boundary of the trim map ∂U provides the minimum
and maximum values of trim control settings from which the flight
envelope may be obtained. In designing autonomous controllers for
flapping-wing robots, the flight envelope defines the range of con-
ditions within which a forward flight controller is capable of main-
taining the robot at a desired set point. Once a robot is built and
operational, the flight envelope is used to determine the operating
conditions at which the robot can safely operate without damaging
the actuators. Also, by analyzing the sensitivity of the flight envelope
boundaries to the physical parameters of a robot, the flight envelope
can be used to help design new robots and ensure that they meet
minimum performance requirements.
Because propulsion is provided entirely by flapping wings, one of

the key physical limitations in FWMAV flight consists of the wing-
motion range imposed by the wing joint. In the case of the RoboBee,
for example, the joint limits determine the maximum allowable
values of wing stroke angle. Thus, the flight envelope is obtained
by evaluating the wing trajectories required to achieve a desired set
point. For a given set point �x�;u��, the maximum stroke angle
required for each wing i, denoted by max�jϕij�, is obtained by
integrating the equations of motion [Eq. (59)]. The maximum stroke
angle required for longitudinal and lateral flight is plotted as a
function of the commanded airspeed V� and climb angle γ� in Fig. 6.
The radial distance from the center of the plot indicates the values of
commanded speed V� in meters per second, and the angular coor-
dinate indicates the values of commanded climb angle γ� in degrees.
In the case of the RoboBee, from the fabrication steps, the maximum
allowable stroke angle is found equal to 55 deg, leading to the
envelopes plotted by the black solid lines in Fig. 6.
The longitudinal flight envelope in Fig. 6a shows that the joint

limits, imposed by the robot fabrication, constrain the maximum
ascending flight speed to approximately 1.5 m∕s. It can also be seen
that, in descending flight, higher speeds can be achieved and thewing
joint design imposes no limitations. From the lateral flight envelope
in Fig. 6b, it can be seen that themaximum stroke anglemainly limits
the maximum vertical flight speed and that it is only a weak function
of the climb angle because the black solid line in Fig. 6b remains
almost horizontal. This is noticeably different from the longitudinal
case, in which the nonzero climb angle required to maintain forward
flight varies significantly with the climb angle, as illustrated by the
black solid line in Fig. 6a curving sharply downward toward the
edges of the envelope.

VII. FWMAV Stability and Dominant Modes of Motion

All of the flapping-robot maneuvers described in Sec. V, with the
exception of hovering flight, consist of quasi-steady equilibria. This
is because the body-frame velocities, angular rates, and wing state
variables in x1 areT periodic, whereas the state variables in x2 change
over time, for example, because they are integrals of x1. This section
shows that dynamic mode decomposition can be used to identify
stable and unstable dominant modes of motion that are locally
linear and can be identified in both numerical and physical full-
envelope experiments on the RoboBee. Due to the periodic nature
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of flapping-wing flight stability is first analyzed numerically by

discretizing the dynamic equation [Eq. (1)] with respect to time,

and, then, by linearizing the dynamics about the dominant modes

of motion that can be described as attractors in the robot eigenplanes

(Sec. VIII).
Let the discrete-time step be denoted by tk � kT, k � 0; 1; 2; : : : ,

and the discrete-time state and control vectors be denoted by xk �
x�tk� and uk � u�tk�, respectively. Then, the FWMAV dynamics in

discrete time can be approximated by the difference equation:

xk�1 � fD�xk; uk;p� � xk; x�t0� � x0 (59)

where

fD�xk; uk; p� ≜
Z

tk�1

tk

f �x�t�; u�t�;p; t� dt (60)

For an actuated system, an equilibrium condition consists of a set

point �x�; u�� at which all of the state time derivatives vanish; thus,

fD�x�; u�;p� � 0 (61)

At a quasi-steady equilibrium, all time derivatives of x1 vanish but x2
varies in time, for example, because it contains integrals of x1. For
both steady and quasi-steady equilibrium conditions, the FWMAV

set point �x�; u�� can be computed as shown in Sec. V.
Then, the robot linear modes of motion and their stability are

analyzed by linearizing the difference equation [Eq. (59)] about the

set point

xk�1 � ∇fDj�x�;u��xk (62)

where ∇fDj�x�;u�� is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the set point.
Eigendecomposition is used to express the solution of Eq. (62) in
terms of the eigenvalues λi � σi 	 iωi and eigenvectors vi � ui 	
iwi of the Jacobian as follows:

xk �
Xn
i�1

κiλ
k
i vi (63)

where κi ∈ R are coefficients that depend on the initial conditions x0,
and the index i labels the dominant mode.
Throughout the flight envelope two dominant linear modes were

identified both in experiments and simulations: 1) a quasi-oscillatory
motion dominated by pitching and forward motions called the longi-
tudinal mode; and 2) a quasi-oscillatory motion dominated by lateral
motion and body roll oscillations called the lateral mode, coupled
with yawing and pitching motions in forward flight.
The aforementioned modes were found to be stable or unstable

depending on the flight regime. All other modes were found to
dampen out relatively quickly and to be stable throughout the flight
envelope. Thus, the rest of the discussion focuses on the longitudinal
and lateral modes defined earlier in this paper. Figures 7 and 8
illustrate the unstable motions associated with these modes at the
hovering equilibrium point. The trajectories plotted in these figures
are solutions to Eq. (62), given initial conditions that lie in the spaces
of the longitudinal and lateral eigenvectors, vo and va, where the
subscripts o and a denote the longitudinal and lateral modes, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 7, the longitudinal mode is primarily char-
acterized by oscillations in pitch rate q and forward velocity u. The
lateral mode near hovering, instead, is characterized primarily by
oscillations in roll rate p and lateral velocity v, as shown in Fig. 8. As
forward flight speed increases, the lateral mode also couples with
pitch rate q and yaw rate r.
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Fig. 7 Unstable longitudinal mode in hovering flight illustrated by a robot trajectory (top) and time histories of body-frame pitch rate (left) and forward
velocity (right).

a) b)

Fig. 6 Robot a) longitudinal and b) lateral flight envelopes provide boundaries on allowable airspeed V� in meters per second and climb angle γ� in
degrees as a function of maximum stroke angle (color bar), which for the RoboBee is found to be max�jϕij� � 55 deg (black solid line).
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To visualize changes in the eigenvalues for the longitudinal mode

throughout the flight envelope, the longitudinal damping ratio ζo �
− cos�∠ ln �λo�� [where ∠ denotes the angle in the complex plane,

e.g., ∠λi � atan�ωi∕σi�] is plotted for longitudinal flight as a

function of commanded airspeed V� and climb angle γ� in Fig. 9a

(with _ξ� � β� � 0) and for a level coordinated turn as a function of

V� and turn rate _ξ� in Fig. 9b (with γ� � β� � 0). Near hovering
flight and inmost regimes of low-speed flight and climbing flight, the

longitudinal mode is unstable, having two complex conjugate eigen-

values each with a magnitude greater than unity. As indicated by

the red region in Fig. 9a, the longitudinal mode becomes a stable,

underdamped mode at moderate flight speeds when γ� ≤ 0. A third

regime exists for nearly vertical high-speed flight, outlined in

the upper-right-hand corner of Fig. 9a approximately where γ� >
60 deg and V� > 1.3 m∕s. In this regime, the longitudinal mode is

characterized by an unstable exponentially divergent motion and has

two distinct purely real eigenvalues. For level turning flight, the

longitudinal mode is unstable except for low turn rates at high speed

(_ξ� < 120 deg ∕s and V� > 1 m∕s), where it is characterized by

underdamped stable oscillations, plotted by the red area in Fig. 9b.

The transition from unstable to stable flight occurs at higher flight

speeds as _ξ� increases.
The lateral mode eigenvalues are visualized throughout the flight

envelope by plotting the lateral damping ratio, ζa � − cos�∠ ln �λa��,
as a function of commanded airspeed and climb angle, as shown in

Fig. 10. The lateral mode in the longitudinal flight regime can be

a) Longitudinal flight b) Level turning flight

Fig. 9 Longitudinal damping ratio for level turning flight, where the unstable regions are plotted in blue and the stable regions are plotted in red.

a) Longitudinal flight b) Level turning flight

Fig. 10 Lateral damping ratio for longitudinal flight and level turning flight, where the unstable regions are plotted in blue and the stable regions are
plotted in red.
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Fig. 8 Unstable lateral mode in hovering flight illustrated by a robot trajectory (top) and time-histories of body-frame roll rate (left) and lateral velocity
(right).
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divided into stable and unstable regions, as shown in Fig. 10a. The
unstable region occupies the majority of the flight envelope and is
characterized by two complex conjugate eigenvalues withmagnitude
greater than one. Above moderate forward flight speeds, the lateral
mode is characterized by stable underdamped solutions, plotted by
the red region in Fig. 10a. In the level turning flight regime, the
transition from unstable to stable lateral flight occurs at lower flight

speeds as _ξ� increases, as shown in Fig. 10b.
An important special case of longitudinal flight is level forward

flight, where V� > 0 and γ� � 0. In level forward flight, the lateral

mode is stable above flight speeds of V� ≈ 0.7 m∕s, and the longi-

tudinal mode is stable above flight speeds of V� ≈ 1.0 m∕s. At
forward flight speeds greater than 1.0 m∕s, all linear modes of

forward level flight are stable. The regions of stability for all regimes

of longitudinal flight and level turning flight are found by taking the

union of the stable regions for both the longitudinal and lateral modes

from Figs. 9 and 10. The result of this union is plotted in Fig. 11.

In stable flight regimes, the longitudinal and lateral modes exhibit

different motions comparedwith their motions near hovering (Figs. 7

and 8). Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the stablemotions associated with

a) Longitudinal flight b) Level turning flight

Fig. 11 Regions of stable and unstable a) longitudinal and b) level turning flight obtained from the transition boundaries in Figs. 9 and 10.

Fig. 12 Longitudinal mode in forward level flight at 1.5 m∕s illustrated by a robot trajectory (top) and time histories of body-frame components of
angular (left) and linear (right) velocities.
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Fig. 13 Lateral mode in forward level flight at 1.5 m∕s illustrated by a robot trajectory (top) and time histories of body-frame components of angular
(left) and linear (right) velocities.
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the longitudinal and lateral modes for forward level flight with
V� � 1.5 m∕s. Compared with the mode shape at hovering, the
longitudinal mode in forward flight couples more strongly with the

eb3 component of body velocity w such that the magnitude of oscil-

lations in w is roughly twice the magnitude of the oscillations in u.
Near V� � 1.5 m∕s, the longitudinal mode is very lightly damped,
thus requiring on the order of hundreds of wing beats to dampen out
all oscillations and reach steady state. In forward flight, the lateral
mode resembles the Dutch roll mode characteristic of fixed-wing
aircraft [27]. In fact, the robot exhibits coupled rolling and yawing
motions that result in passively stable banked turns. The oscillations
in p and r are approximately 180 deg out of phase, whereas the same
oscillations are nearly in phase with one another near hovering flight
(Fig. 8). Also, in forward flight the lateral mode is more highly
damped than the longitudinal mode and settles to steady state in
under 100 wing beats.

VIII. Experimental Results and Validation

Validating FWMAV models against experimental data is compli-
cated due to the nonlinear and unstable nature of flapping-wing flight,
even in the vicinity of hovering and other stable maneuvers. In this
section, the RoboBee dynamic model described in Sec. III is vali-
dated by examining both dominant linear modes and nonlinear
unstable behaviors obtained in simulations and experiments con-
ducted at the Harvard Microrobotics Laboratory. As a first step,
several open-loop flight trials were conducted on the RoboBee near
hovering, starting at a zero body velocity and an upright vertical
position. Then, a constant control input was applied to the robot using
the set point corresponding to the desired hovering flight condition.

Fifteen tests were conducted in this manner and the sequences of

images recorded from two representative experimental trials are

shown in Figs. 14a and 15a. Using the same initial conditions and

parameters as those used in these experiments, the sequences of

images rendered from the RoboBee dynamic model, plotted in

Figs 14b and 15b, show that the model adequately captures nonlinear

behaviors observed in the RoboBee. Although it is challenging to

recreate the set of initial conditions and disturbances of every exper-

imental trial, overall the dynamic model was found to exhibit most of

the same qualitative open-loop behaviors as the physical robot.
Following the dynamic model validation, data-driven dynamic

mode decomposition [68,69] was used to extract the longitudinal

and lateral dominant modes of motion from the RoboBee numerical-

simulation and experimental data obtained via the Vicon system.

Assuming the dynamics are approximately linear near hovering, the

state observed at one time step depends on the state observed at the

previous time step, according to the linear relationship

X2 � AX1 (64)

where A is a state-space matrix learned from data and, for N � 15
experiments,

X1 ≜ � x1 x2 : : : xN−1 � and X2 ≜ � x2 x3 : : : xN �
(65)

The experimental eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofA correspond to

the linear modes of the physical robot near hovering flight, to be

compared to the linear modes of the model obtained from the

Jacobian matrix ∇fDj�x�;u��, evaluated at the hovering set point.

The matrix A is learned from data using Singular Value Decompo-

sition (SVD):

Fig. 14 Comparison of open-loop longitudinal unstable flight in a) the physical robot and b) the model showing qualitatively similar behaviors.

Fig. 15 A second comparison of open-loop asymmetrical unstable flight in a) the physical robot and b) the model, also showing qualitatively similar
behaviors.‡‡

‡‡Video available at https://youtu.be/qj-VbJiVVk4 [retrieved 29 Sept.
2020].
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A � X2VΣ−1UH (66)

where �⋅�H denotes the Hermitian transpose, U ∈ Cn×r, Σ ∈ Cr×r,

V ∈ CN×r, and r ≤ n is the rank of the SVD approximation of X1.
Measurement noise can be suppressed by restricting the rank r so that
the decomposition includes only the dominant singular modes. The
eigenvectors of A are found to correspond to the longitudinal and
lateral modes identified in the RoboBee dynamic model. Further-
more, when the trajectories obtained from the experimental data are
plotted in the phase plane, they can be seen to live in the longitudinal
and lateral subspaces and to match the phase portraits obtained from
the dynamic model, as shown in Fig. 16. These qualitative results are
further validated by quantitative comparisons of the robot eigenvec-
tors and eigenplanes, as follows.

The longitudinal mode comprises predominantly terms corre-

sponding to the state variables ψ , vx, and dψ∕dt. Let vo ∈ R3 and

~vo ∈ R3 denote the longitudinal mode eigenvectors obtained from

the RoboBee model and the experimental data, respectively. Then,

the unit normals of the model and experimental eigenplanes are

given by

no � Re�vo� × Im�vo�; and ~no � Re� ~vo� × Im� ~vo� (67)

respectively, where Re�⋅� and Im�⋅� denote the real and imaginary

parts of the vector. As shown in Fig. 17a, the experimental trajectories

in the longitudinal mode lie near the eigenplane normal to ~no. This

occurs because the longitudinal mode dominates the evolution of ψ ,
vx, and dψ∕dt near hovering; thus, the state trajectories remain near

a) Simulated trajectories in the longitudinal subspace b) Simulated trajectories in the lateral subspace

c) Experimental trajectories in the longitudinal subspace d) Experimental trajectories in the lateral subspace

Fig. 16 The phase portraits obtained using theRoboBeemodel are qualitatively very similar to those obtained experimentally for a,c) longitudinal andb,
d) lateral modes.

a) Eigenplane corresponding to longitudinal flight mode b) Eigenplane corresponding to lateral flight mode

Fig. 17 Experimental phase portraits obtained near open-loop hovering conditions show trajectories lie near dominant eigenplanes (black lines)
corresponding to a) longitudinal and b) lateral modes.
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the space spanned by the real and imaginary parts of the longitudinal

mode eigenvector.
Similarly, the lateral mode contains dominant terms corresponding

to the state variables θ, vy, and dθ∕dt, implying that the trajectories of

these variables must remain near the space spanned by the real and

imaginary parts of the lateral mode eigenvector. Let va ∈ R3 and

~va ∈ R3 denote the lateral mode eigenvectors obtained from the

RoboBee model and experimental data, respectively. Then, the unit

normals of the model and experimental eigenplanes are given by

na � Re�va� × Im�va�; and ~na � Re� ~va� × Im� ~va� (68)

respectively. As shown in Fig. 17b, the experimental trajectories in

the lateral mode lie near the eigenplane normal to ~na. Therefore, for

both dominant modes, the experimental trajectories lie very near the

eigenplanes identified via DMD.
The eigenplane unit normals obtained from experimental data ( ~no

and ~na) are compared to those obtained from the model (no and na)

by taking the dot products

nT
o ~no � 0.98; nT

o ~na � 0.99 (69)

Because the preecding dot products are close to one, it follows that

the experimental eigenplanes are close to parallel to the model eigen-

planes. Additionally, the dominant mode natural frequency of ωi �
j ln �λi�∕Tj and the damping ratio of ζi � − cos�∠ ln �λi��, obtained
from the model are compared to those obtained experimentally.

As shown by the results in Table 1, both parameters are matched

satisfactorily by the RoboBee model in both longitudinal and

lateral modes.
As discussed in Sec.VII, an important characteristic of asymmetric

flapping-wing flight is the coupling between roll and yawmotions in

lateral flight mode. To validate this characteristic, the RoboBee was

clamped vertically and its wings were commanded to flap at a

constant amplitude corresponding to hovering flight, while a high-

speed camera mounted above the robot captured wing stroke and

pitch angles. To measure the effects of forward flight on wing pitch

angles, 10 baseline trials were conducted with a headwind of v �
0.5 m∕s along the eb1 axis (β � 0 deg). Ten more trials were con-

ducted at the same wind speed and a sideslip angle of β � 30 deg.
Figure 18 shows several still frames from the baseline, with the wing

from the nonzero-sideslip study overlaid in red. These images show

that the right- and left-wing pitch angles are affected asymmetrically

when the sideslip angle between the eb1 axis and the wind direction is
nonzero.
The projected angle between the first wing spar and the leading

edge is used to compute the wing pitch angle from the high-speed

video using the known geometry of the wing. The box and whisker

plots in Fig. 19 show that the mean pitch angles of the right and left

wings, denoted by �ψ r and �ψ l, differ from the zero-sideslip baseline

when the sideslip angle is increased to 30 deg (mean values across

trials shown by red bar). In fact, as the wind direction shifts to one

(left) side of the robot and the sideslip angle increases, the magnitude

of the corresponding (left) wing’smean pitch angle decreases to zero,

whereas the other (right) wing’s mean pitch angle remains largely

unchanged. For a constant wind speed, the dynamic model predicts

that themagnitudes of themean pitch angles of bothwings are largest

when there is a direct headwind, i.e. β � 0 deg. As the sideslip angle
increases, the magnitudes of the mean pitch angles decrease asym-

metrically, as demonstrated by the experimental results plotted

in Fig. 19.
To further explore the roll–yaw couplings in lateral mode, the

RoboBee model is used to study the mean pitch angles of the right

and left wing as a function of increasingwind speedwhile holding the

sideslip angle constant at β � 30 deg. The results in Fig. 20 show

that the mean wing pitch angle directly affects the stroke-averaged

aerodynamic forces acting on each wing and, in turn, the stroke-

averaged aerodynamic roll and yaw torques acting on the robot body

while in flight. The relative stroke-averaged aerodynamic forces

between the right and left wings are given by

ΔFi ≜
Z

T

0

�Fr�t� − Fl�t�� ⋅ ebi dt; i � 1; 2; 3 (70)

For a positive sideslip angle β, both ΔF1 and ΔF3 decrease with

increasing wind speed, as shown in Fig. 20, resulting in positive roll

and yaw torques acting on the robot body. This phenomenon explains

the coupling between roll and yaw motions observed in the lateral

mode because any perturbation in the lateral velocity vy induces a

nonzero-sideslip angle that, in turn, generates restorative roll and yaw

torques on the robot body.

Fig. 18 Comparison between thewing trajectories obtained at a 0 deg sideslip angle (shown in grayscale) and at a 30 deg sideslip angle (shown in red), for
a constant 0.5 m∕s headwind.

Fig. 19 Mean right- and left-wing pitch angles ( �ψr and �ψl) obtained
from10 trials conductedwith a0deg sideslip angle, and thenwith a30deg
sideslip angle, for a constant 0.5 m∕s headwind.

Table 1 Natural frequency and damping ratio of dominant
modes obtained numerically and experimentally

Mode ωn, rad/s ζ

Longitudinal (experiment) 22.8 −0.35
Longitudinal (simulation) 19.0 −0.17
Lateral (experiment) 11.1 −0.67
Lateral (simulation) 14.3 −0.61
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IX. Conclusions

Controlling insect-scale flapping-wing robots requires knowl-
edge of the trim map and full flight envelope so as to account for
asymmetrical command inputs and for the physical bounds afforded
by the actuators. This paper presents an approach for deriving the
nonlinear flight dynamic model of minimally actuated flapping-
wing robots so as to capture the six degrees of freedom of the robot
body and the degrees of freedomof each independent wing in a form
amenable to set-point and flight envelope analysis. Because of the
periodic nature of flapping flight, existing approaches for comput-
ing flight set points are not directly applicable to these robots.
Therefore, command inputs corresponding to coordinated flapping
turns and to longitudinal, lateral, and hovering flight are introduced
and used to solve the equations of motion for steady and quasi-
steady set-point conditions. A new approach is also presented for
determining the full flight envelope of flapping-wing robots based
on the robot dynamicmodel and on the dynamic actuator constraints
imposed by the wing and hinge designs. The quasi-steady maneu-
vers and set points are used to identify and analyze dominant modes
of motion and their stability in both numerical and physical experi-
ments conducted on the RoboBee. As a result, the stability regions
of the two dominant linear modes, referred to as longitudinal and
lateral modes, are determined within the robot flight envelope.
Furthermore, the time-domain specifications of the longitudinal
and lateral modes and roll–yaw coupling effects observed in
lateral flight are first determined numerically and then validated
experimentally.

Appendix A: Yaw Control Through Shifted Mean
Stroke Angles

The actuator dynamics described in Sec. III.A can be shown
capable of controlling the robot yaw torque. This requires the wing
pitch kinematics that govern ψ r and ψ l to be monotonic in the

corresponding mean stroke angle ( �ϕr and �ϕl); thus, the actuator is
designed to follow a stroke-plane trajectory such as Eq. (15). Under
this assumption, a positive change to the mean stroke angle of both
wings creates a positive yaw torque on the body by simultaneously

creating a net positive aerodynamic forceFN�t� in the eb1 direction on
the left wing and a net negative aerodynamic force on the right wing
during a complete wing stroke. It can be shown that the integral of

FN�t� on the right wing in the eb1 direction over the total period T of a

stroke is monotonic in the mean stroke angle, and a similar argument
can be made for the left wing.
For the right wing, the average aerodynamic force in the eb1

direction over the course of a wing stroke is

F1 ≜
Z

T∕2

0

FN�t� ⋅ eb1 dt�
Z

T

T∕2
FN�t� ⋅ eb1 dt (A1)

It can be shown thatF1 is a strictly decreasing function of �ϕr because

F1;d ≜
Z

T∕2

0

FN�t� ⋅ eb1 dt

and

F1;u ≜
Z

T

T∕2
FN�t� ⋅ eb1 dt

each are strictly decreasing functions of �ϕr. It is convenient to split
thewing stroke into the downstroke T d � �0; T∕2�, duringwhich the
stroke angle ϕr�t� ∈ �−π∕2; π∕2� is strictly decreasing, and the
upstroke T u � �T∕2; T�, during which the stroke angle ϕr�t� is
strictly increasing. For this analysis, assume hovering flight with
zero body velocity.
Restricting the analysis to hovering flight, it is reasonable to

assume that the wing pitch obeys the range ψ r�t� ∈ �−π∕2; 0� for
all t ∈ T d and that ψ r�0� � ψ r�T∕2� � 0. With these assumptions,

the force FN�t� ⋅ eb1 is a strictly decreasing function of the angle of

attack αr ∈ �−π∕2; π∕2�. For small stroke-plane deviations, the right-
wing angle of attack can be approximated as

αr ≈ −atan�cos�ψ r�∕ sin�ψr�� � ψ r � π∕2; ∀ t ∈ T d (A2)

If ψ r is a strictly decreasing function of �ϕr, then, by extension, αr is
strictly decreasing in �ϕr for all t ∈ T d. Any positive changes to �ϕr

will increase F1;d and any negative changes to �ϕr will decrease F1;d

and F1;d. Similarly for the upstroke, F1;u is a strictly decreasing

function of �ϕr. Assume now that ψ r�t� ∈ �0; π∕2� for all t ∈ T u

and that ψ r�T∕2� � ψ r�T� � 0. Under the small stroke-plane
deviation assumption, the angle of attack during the upstroke is αr ≈
ψ r − π∕2 for all t ∈ T u. If ψ r is a strictly decreasing function of �ϕr,

then by extension, αr is strictly decreasing in �ϕr for all t ∈ T u. Thus,

F1;u is also a strictly decreasing function of �ϕr, as is F1.

Appendix B: Kinematic Terms

The position vectors used in the equations of motion are

rGA � −deb3 (B1)

rAL � l1e
l
2 � h1e

l
3 (B2)

rAR � l1e
r
2 � h1e

r
3 (B3)

where d ∈ R, l1 ∈ R, and h1 ∈ R are distance parameters
determined from the robot geometry. The angular rates of the
body, as well as the left and right wings with respect to the inertial
frame, are

ωb � _ϕef3 � _θef
0

1 � _ψeb2 (B4)

ωl � _ϕle
b
3 � _θle

l 0
1 � _ψ le

l
2 � ωb (B5)

ωr � _ϕre
b
3 � _θre

r 0
1 � _ψ re

r
2 �ωb (B6)
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Fig. 20 Influence of increasing headwind velocity on a) wingmean pitch angle and b) resulting relative stroke-averaged aerodynamic forces between the

two wings.
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where the basis vectors of the intermediate frames are

ef
0

1 � R�ef3 ;ϕ�ef1 , el
0
1 � R�eb3 ;ϕl�eb1 , and er

0
1 � R�eb3 ;ϕ�eb1 . The

rotation matrices, denoted with R�⋅�, are defined in Appendix C.
The relative velocity vectors are obtained from the positions and
angular rates of the corresponding rigid bodies:

vGA � ωb × rGA (B7)

vAL � ωl × rAL (B8)

vAR � ωr × rAR (B9)

Then, the accelerations of the body center of gravityG, the left-wing
center of gravity L, and the right-wing center of gravity R can be
written in terms of Eqs. (B1–B9) as follows:

aG � �xef1 � �yef2 � �zef3 (B10)

aL � aG � _ωb × rGA � ωb × vGA � _ωl × rAL � ωl × vAL (B11)

aR � aG � _ωb × rGA �ωb × vGA � _ωr × rAR � ωr × vAR
(B12)

Appendix C: Rotation Matrices

A rotation matrix R ∈ SO�3� can be computed from the axis of

rotation represented by the unit vector n ∈ R3 and from the angle of
rotation η ∈ �0; 2π�:

R�n; η� ≜ �1 − cos�η��nnT � cos�η�I3 � sin�η�S�n� (C1)

where I3 ∈ R3×3 is the identity matrix, and S�n� denotes the skew-
symmetric matrix

S�n� ≜
2
4 0 −n3 n2

n3 0 −n1
−n2 n1 0

3
5 (C2)

obtained from n � � n1 n2 n3 �T .
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